
WARNING: IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE 
CODE 65058: BOSCH PSS200A 1 3 SHEET SANDER

We have recently become aware of a Bosch Voluntary safety-related recall of sanders including the PSS  
200A, produced in the period of June 2007 through to August 2007. 

Bosch state: “In the course of our ongoing quality controls we have determined that a material defect of 
the ventilation wheel can occur with a limited number of sanders in the PSS 2, PSS 20, PSS 190, PSS 200, 

PSS 250 and PSS 2000 series. This could cause a break of the device housing and smaller parts of the 
ventilation wheel could be ejected. It cannot be ruled out that this could lead to injuries. Further, live 
components could be exposed which in a worst case scenario could result in a life-threatening electric 
shock. However, we are not aware of any such cases. In order to meet our responsibility towards our 

clients, Bosch have decided to recall the affected devices as a precaution.” 

This recall relates ONLY to those products within a specific batch manufactured in 2007. The batch code 

is located on the right hand side of the sander, as shown in the picture below. 

Please check the serial label on your sander and then contact Bosch who can confirm whether your device 

is affected:  

Online at: www.sandercare.com 

Or using the free hotline: 00800 83 64 67 04. 

If your Sander is confirmed to be within the batch STOP USING IT IMMEDIATELY. Please note that 
sanders from different ranges sold by Screwfix or with different dates of manufacture are not affected. 

PLEASE CONTACT THE BOSCH HELPLINE TO RECEIVE YOUR REPLACEMENT MACHINE 

UNFORTUNATELY SCREWFIX DO NOT HAVE AN ALTERNATIVE MACHINE, SO IF YOU RETURN THE PRODUCT 
TO YOUR LOCAL SCREWFIX TRADE COUNTER WITH YOUR RECEIPT YOU WILL BE GIVEN A FULL REFUND. 

Thank you for your co-operation and we apologise for any inconvenience caused. 

http://www.sandercare.com/



